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T
he Moranbah Open Tournament story
began in 1987 when the club decided to
host an Open tournament in honour of a

fallen club member Wesley Richards.

was tragically killed in a freak
accident in Moranbah on the 12 November 1986.
The Wesley Richards Memorial Tournament was
born in the last weekend of October 1987.

Back then the committee consisted of a few
names that still hold positions today. Julie Smith,
Allan Wegner, Jan Wegner, Bill McKinstry, Kevin
Hubner & Allison Perkins just to name a few of a
cast of many.

Unfortunately, the records from the early
tournaments held in 87 and 88 were not written
down but somewhere there is a Wesley Richards
Memorial Shield engraved with the A grade
winners of both Men's and Ladies events.

The first records dug up for 1989 reveal the prize
money being $90 for each A grade winner .The
Men's winner was Doug Gould (Townsville) and
the Ladies winner was Nyree Anderson
(Moranbah).

The name Nyree Anderson pops up regularly in
this event each year. Nyree still lives in Moranbah
and still has an interest in what's happening at the
club.

Wesley Richards

Moranbah Open Adam Turner

1990 saw prize money increased to $110 each
Winners that year were: Men's - Calvin Buckton
(Mackay) and Ladies - Nyree Anderson
(Moranbah).

1991 saw prize money rise again to $200 each.
The winners were: Men's - Calvin Buckton
(Mackay) and Ladies - Nyree Anderson
(Moranbah).

1992 Winners: Men's - Zane Thompson
(Mackay) Ladies - Nyree Anderson (Moranbah).
1993 Men's - Jason Corkery (Rockhampton)
Ladies - Julie Smith (Moranbah)

The record books again went walkabout from
1994 through to 1998. The club stalwarts tell
stories of events that were not held for one
reason or another. In 1999 the men's event was
won by Trevor Loughran (Gladstone) and the
Ladies winner was yet again Nyree Anderson
(Moranbah).

2000 Mens winner was Kevin Kidd
(Rockhampton) and the Ladies winner was a
young up and coming junior Peta Hughes
(Rockhampton) finally beating Nyree Anderson
in the final.

This year also marked the amalgamation
of the juniors events with the until then
mostly adult tournament.

The 2013 Moranbah Open will be held on 20-21 April.
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EDREDITORIAL
Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of the eMag.

This edition features the Moranbah Open and I encourage players to
participate in this wonderful event.

We discuss one of the most important but often misunderstood
ingredients to any organised non televised sport ... affiliation!

March was a little quiet on the event side of things but preparations are in
full swing for the Moranbah Open and Queensland Junior Championships.
Next month we will begin featuring many of the players who will represent
NR as Northern Redbacks.

backsRed

Just $10 for one issue!

3 months $20 Save $10
6 months $40 Save $20
12 months $60 Save $60
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New Boards
T

he State and National Bodies held their
AGMs in March. The new Q Squash
Board is Ros Preston (CR) President,

Larry Rauschenbach (SR) Vice President and
Paul Arscott

(CR), Michelle Eyles (SR), Grant Fraser (BR)
and Robyn Prentice (BR) were all appointed
Directors.

The new Squash Australia Board is John Lee
(QLD) President, Stephen Bowen (WA) Vice
President - Male and Carol Kawaljenko (NT)
Vice President - Female. Vicki Cardwell (VIC) is
the only new face on the Board joining Marcus
Smith (VIC) as a Director.

Alec MacDonald (NR) Treasurer.

© 2013

Kim Schramm

There is no failure except
in no longer trying.

Just play. Have fun.
Enjoy the game.

Michael Jordan

What counts is not necessarily
the size of the dog in the fight -

it's the size of the fight in the dog.

ITORIAL

Kim Schramm
EDITOR

Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Trent Lines (Mackay) took out the Junior A grade
event. This event marked the last event to be held
at the old centre on the town square and also the
end of the Wesley Richards Memorial Tournament
name.

The new centre opened on 21 August 2001 and
the annual tournament continued, now as the
Moranbah Open.

Records from 2001 through to 2010 also vanished
however during this period a big name in squash
was residing in town, it is safe to say that Craig
Rowland won each event while he was in town.
No doubt through this time squash numbers were
reducing fast and the event was not held every
year.

In 2011 prize money was set at $600 each open
winner with total prize money of $5000 for all
events. This had been the case for a few years
making this little mining town tournament the
richest event on the calendar for any amateur
tournament.

The Club received a boost with the arrival of some
Moura squash diehards moving to town (Dunns &
Turners) and swiftly joining the committee. The
nominations for that year were a modest 38 with
the winner that year going to a “flying in” Craig
Rowland (Brisbane). The Ladies event was won
by Letitia Grinter (Gladstone) who defeated the
local hope Camille Bell (nee Rowland ... Craig's
sister.

The 2012 event was again a modest 38 players.
Winners this year were: Men's - Nathan Dean
(now residing in Moranbah) and the Ladies was
won by Janelle Scobie (Rockhampton). Standout
juniors were Emily Turner (Moranbah) and BJ
MacDonald (Mackay).

The Moranbah Open as it stands today was born
in 2001 when the new centre was opened at the
Moranbah Workers Club.

IN REVIEW WELCOME

>>>>><<<<<
Adam Turner

This came about through a lot of hard work and
fundraising by the seriously committed
committee which consisted of Brett Logan, Roy
McPherson, Howard Johnston, Allan Wegner
and Allison Perkins.

Without these key people squash in Moranbah
would have ended in 2000. The committee
managed to gain government funding and local
sponsorship to get the centre as it stands today
- built and operational.

The heady days of squash tournaments saw
this tiny little centre host up to 120 payers and
with just three courts to play on you can
imagine the late nights and early mornings just
getting through the matches.

Today, the committee runs the club, maintains
and cleans the centre while the Moranbah
Workers Club provides the courts for the
general public to hire. The Squash club hires
the centre from the MWC on a per player basis
which works well for both clubs.

The Tournament boasts the best value for
money with breakfast, dinner and entertainment
provided in the nomination. The prize money
and fuel vouchers given to every competing
traveller make this event stand out like a
beacon in the night.

By moving the date forward this year, the Club
is hopeful of attracting some of the bigger
names in the sport along with the elite juniors
that reside all across the state to make the trip
to the “BAH” and prepare for the NT junior
event just two weeks later in Alice Springs.

Qantas flies into Moranbah direct while flights
to Mackay are also cheap. Accommodation in
the town is now back to reasonable prices
thanks to the massive expansion in the town’s
housing over the past two years.

Moranbah Open
eMag 2013-04
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Lotte ERIKSEN (NOR) def Victoria BELL (ENG)
11-3, 1-11, 14-12, 11-7 (45 minutes)
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A
ffiliation ... its not a dirty word! But
sometimes it sure seems like it is. Like
taxes many people hate affiliation with a

passion.

Many begrudgingly pay it but expect a tangible
benefit in return. Many just don't pay it and
expect everything in return - everything will just
magically happen … the sport will be there
tomorrow and it will be business as usual.

There are those who think affiliation is just about
giving money to administrative bodies and it is
effectively wasted - just soaked up in wages and
expenses - because they don't actually see any
personal benefit filtering back to them.

Some think it is just a means to help and support
the elite players. That it isn’t.

There is one thing for certain and that is the
problem of affiliation is slowly but surely
destroying our sport.

Non-payment places even more pressure on
those that do pay. They are forced to pay an
increased levy to effectively make up the short
fall created by those who refuse or just never
pay.

There are very few people who actually believe
in affiliation and have no personal expectations
in return. This minority understand the principles
involved and in the interest of doing their bit

They are ing and
most importantly preserving our sport for future
generations to play and enjoy.

Every organised non televised sport struggles to
gain the necessary funding to develop and
improve the sport for all participants in a
particular geographical area.

they
pay their fees accordingly.

help our sport to function better

In squash, you have the added complication of
private operators who desire and need to profit
from providing the facilities.

You pay them for that service but none of that
money flows on to support the other bodies
designed to support the actual game itself or the
bodies charged with delivering competitions and
events - Club, Regional, State and National
bodies.

You might think these bodies should be able get
funding from Local, State and Federal
Governments or sponsors. Sadly, those days
are long behind us.

Unless a sport is growing and its athletes are
successful on the international stage, you will
find most of those levels of Government won't
support it sufficiently.

It's not that they don't want to help or they don't
want to get people active for health reasons but
they simply can't justify granting huge dollars to
a non growth sport.

The sad thing in Australia is squash continues to
experience decline - courts closing, limited junior
programs offered and the ratio of retirees from
the sport exceeds the influx of new players.

At the same time on the other side of the world,
squash is absolutely booming.

For 12 years as CEO of Q Squash, I tried many
things to improve the affiliation system on two
fronts: at a State and National level. Whilst I
achieved many improvements, I was unable to
remove the stigma associated with affiliation.
Two years out from the administration of the
game and I still see affiliation continuing to “dog”
our sport.

Whether it's the players not wishing to
affiliate or the State and National

© 2013REDBACKSREDBACKS
Its about
giving a little to help
the sport they love grow

everyoneAFFILIATI N
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bodies fighting over what is a fair share of the
pie ... it has to stop. There is one thing for
certain and that is we all need to “suck it up” and
move on.

Too much time and energy is wasted debating
the issues. We have to stop letting affiliation
destroy the fragile remains of our sport.

In short, the affiliation system has to change so
that every Australian is paying the same amount.

At present the States collect the affiliations from
the players and then pay a significant amount to
the National Body. That is fine but the National
system has to change so that no State
subsidises another.

Here are the facts of life folks! Every sport
needs National, State and Regional Bodies.
They all need to be funded and when funding
isn't forthcoming from Governments and
sponsors there are only two options remaining:
the bodies need to run another business where
the proceeds subsidise the game or the funds
must be forthcoming from the players.

Let's firstly look at a body running another
business. Obviously it is important that the type
of business they run doesn't interfere with their
prime business: delivering squash.

There are some fine examples around the
Country where a squash body has built an
alternative income source.

In South Australia, the State Body is funded by
an operation called Racquets (a licensed bar,
dining and gaming facility) whilst in Western
Australia the State Body successfully leases a
modern squash centre in the very heart of Perth.

Recently, the National Body purchased the
competition software known as Matrix and will
now ensure all monies generated by providing

this service, remain in our sport.

In short, it can be done but getting into the right
business venture is a challenge. Opportunities
are few and far between.

So in the absence of a business venture funding
the sport, players and I do mean
need to support the structures that are designed
to perform the functions for the greater good of
the game: conduct events, develop junior
players, develop coaches and referees,
communicate news and opportunities, promote
the sport and events to the wider community, be
the voice of squash in various forums, etc.

Sorry but at this stage one cannot have an
expectation of a tangible benefit being given in
return. Affiliation must be seen as a contribution
to help with the overall progression of the game.
If all players contribute, then fees can be kept as
low as possible.

To be honest with you, these bodies are not over
staffed and they truly achieve wonderful results
given their limited resources. They are
genuinely searching for solutions and are always
trying to deliver more services “on the smell of
an oily rag” but they face enormous challenges
every day trying to turn our sport around.

Once upon a time Australian athletes dominated
the World stage but today, besides a few lone
figures we are struggling to impress.

Putting Australia back on the map is what I
would like to see as the central focus for all
players and administrative bodies.

Don't expect overnight success. We have to be
patient and rebuild at a local, Regional, State
and National level.

So the message of this article is to
encourage you to contribute by paying

ALL PLAYERS

© 2013REDBACKSREDBACKS

CONTINUED

Its about
giving a little to help
the sport they love grow

everyoneAFFILIATI N
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The Service Box

accommodation requirements.
Her email if anyone wishing
to contact her is

This is a free service for any
enquiries.

For more information contact
on

0432 572 712.

becoordinator@mackayregion.com

Kay Barclay

The Queensland Junior
Championships will be held in
Mackay in 2013.

You are encouraged to
organise your accommodation
for this event as soon as
possible.

from the Mackay
Convention Bureau is working
with NR to assist with

Lucy Biehl

Individual 23 to 26 June

Teams 28 to 30 June
Free Day 27 June

your affiliation and doing what you can to lend
a hand to the recovery effort and ultimately,
the resurgence of our great sport in Australia.

If all you can do is pay your affiliation, then you
have made a significant difference. If you can
contribute more like coaching, refereeing,
conducting an event, managing a team or
serving on a committee … then please do it.

Particularly at a local level these contributions
are extremely valued and will get the ball
rolling. There is nothing finer than seeing
people being enthusiastic and passionate
about doing something positive.

It filters right through the sport and begins to
influence others to do the same. Standards of
competition improve and before you know it

our athletes are once again forging ahead in
leaps and bounds.

Every contribution, no matter how big or small
has the power to advance an important sector of
our sport. If everyone did something for the
sheer joy of being involved and without any
expectation of a personal return, then our sport
would once again flourish.

Remember, nothing compares to the
exhilaration one feels when they have helped a
young person achieve their hopes and dreams.

It's seriously up to each and every one of us.
Former US President John F Kennedy summed
it up best "... ask not what your sport can do
for you - ask what you can do for your
sport.”

World Rankings

Steve Finitsis
Brad Hindle

* Injured

CONTINUED

Its about
giving a little to help
the sport they love grow

everyoneAFFILIATI N

1 March 2013

NR MEN:

NR WOMEN:

Lisa Camilleri
Rebecca Baum

* Returning

LM: TM:

LM: TM:

73
*

68
*

147*
155

149*
159
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T
he is designed to recognise the most
outstanding performance by a NR player at a major
championship each month.

Star AwardRed

RED STARRED STAR
NORTHERN REGION

SQUASH AWARDSSQUASH AWARDS

eMag 2013-04

Red Star Award
March 2013
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Ivan Jensen
Ivan Jensen began playing the 2013 Australian Junior
Squash Open in March and by the 2 April he had

. The #1 seed for the Sydney event was
a class act winning his matches quickly and efficiently.

won his
first Australian title

For more information contact:
Each Open Winner’s Prizemoney $600

Adam Turner on or email0417 621 932 a.rturner@bigpond.com

20-21 APRIL 2013
Entries close: Wednesday 17th April

$5,000 Total Cash Prizes

ORANBAH OPEN

The Road to Glory:

[1 QLD] defeated:
Jamie PATTISON [17/32 TAS] 11-2 11-1 11-2 [0:10 min]
Adam GAUNTLETT [9/16 ACT] 11-5 11-6 11-7 [0.17 min]
William CURTIS [5/8 WA] 11-3 11-5 11-8 [0.17 min]
Jack PAINE [5/8 VIC] 11-7 11-5 7-11 11-4 [0:27 min]
Corey SERGEANT [2 QLD] 11-5 11-7 11-8 [0:22 min]

Ivan JENSEN

Photo: Former World Champion Vicki Cardwell
presents Ivan Jensen with the winner’s trophy.

The Atherton teenager was delighted to win his first Open
National title. Jensen will now start as hot favorite to win the
Australian Junior Championship in September.
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Personal Development
Six Solo Routines

Y
ou should try to take advantage of every
opportunity to get on the court and
practice. Obviously it is more fun with a

partner but one of the beauties of squash is you
don't always need a partner to improve your
skills.

Here are six solo routines to get you started:

1. FH & BH Drives to a length
2. FH & BH Straight Volleys
3. FH & BH Straight Drops
4. FH & BH 3 Wall Boasts
5. FH & BH Serves
6. Continuous Volley Figure 8

With FH & BH Drives it is all about getting into a
consistent rhythm concentrating on good
racquet preparation (back swing), hitting the ball
early and then concentrating on the follow
through.

Aim to hit the front wall above the cut line and try
to keep it in the TARGET ZONE - the imaginary
rectangle bordered by the half court line and the
service box line closest to the centre line.

Experiment with finding the spot on the front wall
that you will need to hit to take the ball to the
back (preferably behind the back line of the

1. FH & BH Drives to a length

service box without hitting the back wall on the
full). It is all about learning how to control the
ball putting it where you want it to go as
consistently as you can.

Set yourself a target of doing 10 in a row and
then build that to 20 and eventually 40! If you
make a mistake simply start the count again. As
you get better reduce the target zone to the blue
area - the imaginary box behind the service box.

Sounds easy but unless you have good
technique and control it won't happen. If you
can't do 10 then you might need to talk to your
coach to see what you are doing wrong.

Start at about 2-3 metres from the front wall and
learn to volley the ball consistently and
continuously.

Once again find that spot on the front wall and
aim to hit 10 in a row followed by 20 and 40.

Think of it like a karate chop - not too big a
back swing and not too big a follow through. If
you find it easy at 2-3 metres then gradually
work your way further back from the front wall.

Start around the half court line and gradually
make your way toward the front wall hitting a
softer shot each time.

Concentrate on finding the best spot where to hit
the ball each time relative to your body position.
I favor taking the ball early.

To keep the ball warm it is recommended you
alternate between these and your FH and BH
Drives or FH and BH Volleys.

TIP:

2. FH & BH Straight Volleys

3. FH & BH Straight Drops

© 2013

TARGET ZONE TARGET ZONE
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Personal Development
4. FH & BH 3 Wall Boasts

5. FH & BH Serves

Whilst there are a few types of boasts the one I
recommend you practice first is the 3 wall boast.

Learn to hit the ball in an upwards trajectory at
an angle which will take the ball to the front wall
before hitting the side wall near and just above
the join between the side wall and the floor - the
nick area.

That way if you hit it properly the ball will
magically return to you to where you hit the ball
from. If you miss, simply go to the other side
keep alternating.

Yes your serve is very important and especially
in the early years. A good serve alone can win
you a lot of points.

Your serve and your return of serve are the only
two shots you can hit when you are well
balanced and not running to the ball.

So find the spot on the front wall which will take
the ball deep into the receiver's back corner
preferably hitting the side wall before falling as
close as possible to the back corner TARGET
ZONE.

Also practice driving the serve hard into the
receiver's side wall so they can't volley with
ease. This has the potential to unsettle an
opponent. Aim a few at them as well.

If you are struggling to get the ball to drop in the
TARGET ZONE then aim a little higher on the
front wall. Some coaches have even placed
plastic buckets in the TARGET ZONE for players
to aim for.

On your FH side I'm also an advocate for the BH
serve. You can see your opponent much better
and you don't have to twist around. You move
straight to the T with one or two steps.

With PAR (Point A Rally) scoring it is critical you
develop a safe serve. One which you can
deliver consistently and automatically each time
without the risk of the ball hitting below the cut
line or going anywhere near the “out” line.

I have saved my favourite solo practice routine
for last. Once you have mastered this solo
routine you will be highly competitive ... it is the
ultimate solo test to judge and provide
you with immediate feedback as to
whether or not your technique is good

6. Continuous volley Figure 8

© 2013

CONTINUED

For more information contact

Kay Barclay
0432 572 712

on

Individual 23 to 26 June Teams 28 to 30 JuneFree Day 27 June
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Personal Development
and you can control the ball.

The ball stays warm throughout this exercise
and it tests your ability to be consistent, patient
and above all totally focused because just one
slight slip and it's over and you have to start
again.

The routine requires you to take up a position in
the middle of the court about 1 metre in front of
the T (you will have to find the right spot for you).
Now it might be best to start by doing some
basic shots where you let the ball bounce first
before hitting it.

The idea is to hit the ball at an angle toward the
front wall and side wall join around the cut line
so that it returns to you in the middle. Then you
do the same on the other side. Get into a
rhythm where you are hitting on both sides
continuously.

Attention to racquet preparation is critical. Once
you are comfortable, advance yourself to
volleying.

When you get going you will make an imaginary
figure 8 as you hit the ball from side to side. Go
through the motions with your hand (no racquet)
and you will see yourself creating a figure 8 -

once you see the figure 8 its time to go “live”.
Once you get into a flow it becomes the ultimate
routine!

It might be frustrating at first but you must
persist. This one exercise alone will improve
your squash so much. Once mastered you will
never fear taking a volley again when you hit
the volley it will go consistently to wherever you
want it to go.

This is a tough routine when you first start out
and you may need your coach to take a look at
how you are hitting the ball to improve the
results you get.

Your first goal is 10 followed quickly by 20, 50,
100 and 200. Some players I have coached
have achieved over 500!

Obviously having a training partner is a lot more
fun but if you find yourself with a little extra time
to burn get on the court and do some solo
routines.

Once you are comfortable I would get on the
court and do as many continuous volleys as I
could. It gets your eye in quickly, sharpens up
your striking of the ball and gives you a quick
boost of confidence.

© 2013

CONTINUED

88 < FH VOLLEY

< FH VOLLEY

BH VOLLEY > BH Volley
Follow Through

Back Swing for
BH Volley

Back Swing for
FH Volley

continues around
and creates

FH Volley
Follow Through

continues around
and creates
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Q Squash
Northern Region
Junior Rep Team

EDBACKS

The 3rd Northern Region Qualifier for 2013: TOWNSVILLE: 13-14 APRIL 2013

Do you aspire to represent your State or Country?
Why not start by representing your Region.

ATTENTION: All Junior Squash Players

ENTER
NOW >>>NOW >>>

WSC
WESTS SQUASH CLUB

TOWNSVILLE

Kim DiBella

I
ngham has unearthed a wonderful group of
young kids who desperately wanted to play
squash, but lacked the necessary skills to play

an actual game.

Having young children starting out in the sport,
they decided to start a fun coaching session for
one hour a week for beginners.

Hitting balloons in the air, shooting ducks and
many fun and exciting games were the forefront
of their coaching; concentrating on hand eye
coordination and general court coverage.
Modified games followed.

The main aim of these two coaches is to instil that
squash is fun! The juniors completed one whole
season of beginners squash and then graduated
to the big game where they are now part of a
team and playing a real match!

Some are so excited that they can serve the ball
and get it in past the half court line! It is amazing
how far these players have come in such a short
time. This has allowed Ingham to start their
juniors much earlier and allows the skill level to
deepen before players hit the court.

Both high school teacher Meagan Waldon and
insurance broker Jason Erba had completed their
Level 1 coaching certificate and were keen to see
the game improve at a lower level.

Gen Z coaches: Jason Erba and Meagan Waldon



ATTENTION: All Junior Squash Players

>>> 13-14 April 2013 <<<

The 3rd Northern Region Qualifier for 2013

Wests Squash Club
101 Bamford Lane
KIRWAN Qld 4817

ENTRIES CLOSE:
FRIDAY 5 April 2013

Email entries to

Phone on 0432 572 712

trevorbarclay@bigpond.com

Kay

Entry Fee:
$40.00

Best of 5 Games to 11 PARS - Tie break at 10 all. To win a game you must win it by 2 points

All grading will be made relative to Q Squash standards and the tournament committee reserves

All players Financial members of Q Squash and under their respective age group as at
1ST JANUARY, 2013.

MUST BE
If you turn 10 at anytime in 2013 you play in the 11 year age group.

All Players are to mark and referee the next match at the completion of their own match.

Players are to be present and checked in with Tournament Control before the20 MINUTES

The wearing of Protective Eyewear is at this tournament.COMPULSORY

Entry fees are due and payable once the draw has been completed. No refunds will be made.

XX Yellow Dot balls will be used.

scheduled time of their match.

Name …………………………………………………..

Phone No ………………………………….

Club ………………………………………..

VISITORS: Do you require a BILLET? Yes No (Please Circle)

AVAILABILITY TIMES: ................…………………………………………………………...

EMAIL ………………………….......................................................................................

Grade ………………………………….......

Date of Birth ….… /......../….….

Mobile No ………………………………….

the right to regrade any players.

SQ SHUA

EDBACKS

Q Squash
Northern Region
Junior Rep Team
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19 Year

17 Year

15 Year

13 Year

11 Year

9 Year

AGE GROUP

WSC
WESTS SQUASH CLUB

TOWNSVILLE

WESTERN

Heritage

MOTOR INN
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